PUSHER HANDLE

7/16-14 UNC Brass Hex Nut

4-40 UNC x 3/16" Set Screw in 316 SS

PUSHER TOP

CLEARING ROD

7/16-14 UNC Brass Threaded Rod
2" Long

LAWRENCE BERKELEY NATIONAL LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-BERKELEY

PUCK PUSHER ASSEMBLY

MICR FLM:

PART

1:1

SHOP ORDERS

12/3/09

DO NOT SCALE PRINT

THREADS ARE CLASS 2

CUT ROUND, 1.5 THREAD RELIEF ON MAINT.

BREAK EDGES .016 MAX. ON MACHINED

REMOVE BURRS, WELD SPLATTER & LOOSE SCALE

IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASME Y14.5M & B31.1

AL4080

27G446 C 0.1